An Incremental Multi-model Learning Architecture for Emotion Recognition
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Abstract. Emotion strongly influences our work performance, decision making, mental health, and relationship satisfaction in our daily life. To provide the supports and feedbacks that correspond to human emotion appropriately, emotion recognition technologies have been developing. Recent emotion recognition methods are developed with sophisticated machine learning models using a large amount of labeled data. However, the accuracy of these models has been insufficient even of the sophisticated models. According to the field of psychology, the important features of emotion recognition/expression are different among people. We assumed that these models that discover a relationship pattern between features and emotion state using labeled data are suffered from individual differences. Therefore, we integrate the multiple models learned from each person and each feature as knowledge and use appropriate models to infer the emotion of a new user.

In this study, we focus on training a model by incrementally using new data obtained from the new user. In the practice of dealing with various individual differences or domains, our architecture flexibly increments and updates with new data.

We evaluate the performances of the previous integration method and our architecture in the scenario of training a new user model incrementally and stacking multi-models learned from each user and each modal.
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1. Introduction

Analysis and modeling of human behavior have become less difficult nowadays because of the vast amount of data generated by users on the internet such as images, videos, comments, and views that hold rich information about the user themselves. Using multi-modal information can help us to design better human-human and human-machine interaction. According to Vinciarelli and Mohammadi [1], any technology involving understanding and prediction of human behavior is likely to benefit from the personality computing approach. Particularly, human emotion understanding and prediction have been attracting attention in many fields (e.g., human-robot interaction, emotion regulation). Emotion powerfully influences our work performance, decision making, mental health [2]; human-machine interaction considering emotion from multi-modal data has great benefit in our daily life. Unfortunately, the accuracy of emotion understanding and prediction has been insufficient even of the sophisticated machine learning models. According to the field of psychology, the important features of emotion recognition/expression are different among people. We assumed that these models that discover a relationship pattern between features and emotion state using labeled data are suffered from individual differences. Furthermore, in the practice of training the multi-modal system, the dataset including parallel data of all modalities is extremely rare, because the vast amount of labeled emotion data is not on the internet, unlike the above-mentioned human behavior data.

The data of multiple modalities often come from different people in different situations. Thus, it needs to consider the method of organization of the non-parallel dataset to train a multi-modal system for predicting a specific person considering the individual difference.

Furthermore, our model takes advantage of the knowledge about individual differences from other people for predicting a new user, unlike a one-size-fits-all model that calculates general knowledge among people.

Therefore, we proposed the method that integrates the multi-models learned from each person and each feature as knowledge and use appropriate models to infer the emotion of a new user.

Previous work [14] showed this method could have the potential to achieve high performance and have flexibility predicting various domains that include individual differences. However, there is a premise that the architecture has already obtained the trained model which appropriate to predict the new data. In this study, we focus on training a model by incrementally using new data obtained from the new user. In the practice of dealing with various individual differences or domains, our architecture flexibly adds and updates with new data. We evaluate the performances of the previous integration method and our architecture in the scenario of incrementally using a new user model and stacking multi-models learned from each user.
and each modal.

2. Related studies

In this section, we described the related studies of multi-model learning. First one, multi-modal learning is a traditional method to combine multi-modal information in one-size-fits-all models or metamodels to predict complex situations. Second, ensemble learning is to combine the multiple machine learning model to achieve high performance. These method separates machine learning models and combines these models using metamodel. Some of these methods covered each other; we referred the architecture using multi-model and metamodel to build our multi-modal and multi-person architecture.

2.1. Multi-modal learning

Techniques for multi-modal learning have long been investigated by the research community [3], [4]. Traditionally, there are two approaches for combining the signals of multiple sensors.

2.1.1. Early fusion

One approach is called early fusion or feature-level fusion. Feature-level fusion involves how to integrate the multiple modalities into a single feature vector, before being used as input to a machine learning algorithm. For example, the simplest form of early fusion involves concatenation of different multi-modal features, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

Most feature-level fusion models make the assumption that there is conditional independence between different modalities, which sometimes may not be true in practice, as multiple modalities tend to be highly correlated. But [5] also argues that different streams contain information that is correlated to another stream only at a high level, which supports the output of each modality to be processed independently of the others. However, feature-level fusion still has mainly two difficulties. First is that feature-fusion could be quite challenging if the data to be fused is raw due to the mismatched sampling rate and forms of representation. Secondly, it is easy to contain redundant information when applying feature level. Typically, dimensionality reduction techniques like PCA, autoencoders are applied to remove these redundancies in the input space.

2.1.2. Late fusion

The other is called late fusion or decision-level fusion, which refers to the aggregation of decisions from multiple classifiers, each trained on separate modalities, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Decision-level fusion was popular within the machine-learning community in the early- to mid-2000s, people favor this fusion approach because it doesn’t have the shortcoming of asynchronicity like early fusion, therefore, is easier to implement and it doesn’t depend on the representations of different modalities. There are various ways to determine how the decisions from different modalities are combined to a single one, which could be max-fusion, averaged-fusion with referring to the ensemble learning architecture. Although decision-level fusion is easier to implement, it is not necessarily better than feature level fusion. Because the classifiers (or regressors) in decision-level fusion are relatively rigid, it is likely to miss information important for the final decision during the processing of each modality and the performance of feature-level fusion heavily depends on the task.

2.2. Multi-model architecture

In this subsection, we described the detail of combining multiple machine model studies. These studies are
referred to in late fusion methods in multi-modal learning. Our proposed architecture which separates the models learned each person could be categorized in multiple machine learning studies. With regard to utilizing multiple machine learning methods, the architecture of ensemble machine learning methods [8] uses meta-algorithms that combine several machine learning techniques into one predictive model to decrease the variance (bagging) and bias (boosting), or improve the predictions (stacking). Bagging is a term indicating bootstrap aggregation. One way to reduce the variance of an estimate is to average multiple estimates together [9]. Bagging uses bootstrap sampling to obtain the sample data for training the base learners. For aggregating the outputs of the base learners, bagging uses voting for classification and averaging for regression. In a random forest [10], each tree in the ensemble is built from a sample drawn with replacement from the training set. In addition, instead of using all features, a random sample data of features is selected. The bias of the forest increases slightly, but owing to the averaging of less correlated trees, its variance decreases, resulting in an overall improved model. Boosting [11] refers to a family of algorithms that are able to convert weak learners into strong learners.

The predictions are then combined through a weighted majority vote (classification) or a weighted sum (regression) to produce the final prediction. As the principal difference between boosting and committee methods, such as bagging, base learners are trained in a sequence on weighted data. The advantage of ensemble methods is typically an out-performance of any machine learning technique. However, ensemble learning has two limitations for satisfying our research aim.

3. Motivation

We aimed to estimate whether participants will answer a question with confidence or not as one of the emotional states during a communication. For example, when educational tutoring robots ask students to give a correct answer, the robot can assess whether the students genuinely understood the question if it can estimate that they answered it with confidence [12, 13].

According to Merabian [6] based on the field of psychology, non-verbal information accounts for 93% of human-human communication. Thus, recent related technologies consider non-verbal behaviors to estimate the emotional states of humans. Automated analysis of human behavioral cues relies on machine learning models from sensory inputs (e.g., cameras, and microphones) capturing various modalities (face, body, and voice) of human behaviors. In this study, we used acoustic and motion modalities as the non-verbal features to estimate that they answered it with confidence.

In our previous studies, we proposed a prototype multi-model architecture and mentioned the consideration of individual differences in humans. Specifically, the previous study [14] mentioned that the performance of the model was dependent on the training and test samples, and also mentioned the various types of trained samples prepared to infer the state of the test sample. This prototype architecture only outputs the highest prediction parameter from each model output. These studies simply prepared the several machine learning models and using the max voting method for predicting the internal human state. The study [15] described the adaptive weighting of these prepared models to use appropriate models with new sample data. However, this study required a few labeled data of the obtained new sample data from the human-robot interaction. Furthermore, there is a premise that the architecture has already obtained the basic model that trained similar individual differences information with the new sample data; previous work focuses on finding appropriate models by calculation of the similarity between data used training and data obtained as a new sample data. Thus, the performance is depending on stock models, and it would not predict effectively new sample data which is not similar to data that used to train models. In addition, the adaptation is difficult to work in the situation of short term interaction that robots or agents could not obtain labeled data from new sample data. Considering the above-described real situation of dealing with various individual differences or domains, in this study, we focus on the method to add a model that trains new sample data obtained from the new user.

4. Proposed method

In regard to our multi-model architecture, we first generated the machine learning models for data about each modality information of user A. Dataset of person A is denoted as $D_A = (X_{1,1}, X_{1,2}, ..., X_{1,m}, y_1), ..., (X_{J,1}, X_{J,2}, ..., X_{J,m}, y_J)$, where $(X_{j,m}, y_j)$ is one data instance, $X_{j,m}$ is the data attributes, $y_j$ is the label data, and $m$ represents the number of multi-modal information. Classifier training user A data also represents as $C_{A,1}, C_{A,2}, ..., C_{A,m}$ referring the late fusion that is one of multi-modal learning architecture. In our architecture, we also stocked multi-person models, where $i$ is the times of updating. Following the training of user A, the remaining users’ dataset are used to training each classifier. Given dataset of users which is from user A to user $J$ denoted as $A, B, ..., J \in P$ and a number of modal is 1, 2 $\in M$, a set of classifiers in our architecture denoted as $E^t = (C_{A,1}^t, C_{A,2}^t, C_{B,1}^t, C_{B,2}^t, ..., C_{J,1}^t, C_{J,2}^t)$, where $E^t$ is our architecture and $t$ is times of updating and incrementally add the base classifiers.

If the dataset of user K denoted as $D_K = (X_{m,1}, ..., X_{m,y_i})$ newly arrived, all classifiers predict the labels using newly arrived dataset of user K. Given the number of instances in the newly arrived dataset denoted as $i \in I$, and the number of user who trained in our architecture represented as $p \in P$ and the number of modals is $m \in M$ respectively. The calculation of our
architecture is illustrated below.

\[ y_{\text{pred},i} = \max_{p \in P_m \in M} C^{i}_{p,m}(X_{i,m}) \]

The prediction label \( y_{\text{pred},i} \) is obtained by the max voting of all base classifiers of our architecture \( E \) using the instance \( d_i = (X_{i,M}, y_i) \) in the newly arrived dataset.

We assume that the class label \( y_i \) of the instance \( d_i \) can be accessible after the prediction label \( y_{\text{pred},i} \) is made. We calculate the all \( y_{\text{pred},i}, i \in I \) using the newly arrived dataset of user \( K \) denoted as \( D_K \). Therefore, the prediction labels \( y_{\text{pred},i} \) and the class label \( y_i \) are used to calculate the performances of each base classifier in our architecture, \( E' = (C^{1}_{A,1}, C^{1}_{A,2}, C^{1}_{B,1}, C^{1}_{B,2}, \ldots, C^{1}_{J,1}, C^{1}_{J,2}) \). In this study, the base classifier’s classification accuracy (Acc.) is used as the performance of \( C^{i}_{A} \), which is the rate of misclassified or correctly classified instance \( d_i \in D_k \) made by \( C^{i}_{A} \). The confidence class is treated as a positive class, and the unconfidence class is treated as a negative class in our experiment settings. \( \text{Acc} = \frac{TP + TN}{TP + FN + FP + TN} \); and the term of TP represents the number of instances correctly labeled as a positive class. FP represents the number of instances incorrectly labeled as a positive class. TN represents the number of instances correctly labeled as a negative class. FN represents the number of instances incorrectly labeled as a negative class.

The performance of the base classifier \( C^{i}_{p} \), that predicts the labels of newly arrived data will be compared with a threshold that manually defined performance. If the performance of one of the base classifiers achieved the threshold, the base classifier that achieved the highest performance of predicting labels of the newly arrived dataset incrementally update the base classifier denoted as \( C^{i}_{p} \) and the base classifier add to existing multi-model architecture \( E' \) to construct new multi-model architecture \( E'^{i+1} \). Since it is assumed that it has already obtained knowledge of the user’s individual differences.

If the performances of each classifier that are not achieved the threshold, the newly arrived data is assumed that it has new individual differences. The architecture train a new base classifier \( C^{0}_{K,m}, m \in M \) based on dataset \( D_k \), and adding \( C^{0}_{K,m}, m \in M \) to existing multi-model architecture \( E' \) to construct new multi-model architecture \( E'^{i+1} \).

Fig. 3 shows the illustration of the procedure of our proposed method. The classifiers \( C_{A,m}, C_{B,m}, m \in M \) was trained with the existing dataset \( D_{A}, D_{B} = (X_{i,m}, y_{i}), i \in I, m \in M \) that are from user \( A \) and user \( B \) in the illustration.

The newly arrived dataset \( D_{C} \) of the new user were used as test data to evaluate the classification accuracy of existing classifiers \( C_{A,m}, C_{B,m}, m \in M \). Each classifier’s classification accuracy decided the incremental method that is whether updating the existing classifiers or incrementally add the new classifiers.

5. Experimental setup

5.1. Confident situation

We collected non-verbal information of the internal state of humans at previous study [16]. We set up situation in which the participants could feel confident or not as internal human states; an agent system was used to make the participants feel confidence or not. This section describes the detail of collected dataset in previous study and used in this study. The experiment involved 11 participants who are 21-26 years in age. The experimenter asked each participant to answer 50 questions in several fields. Along with difficult questions, easy versions were also asked to allow for quick answers, and the participants were asked to provide an answer even if the questions were difficult. If the participants answer awkwardly because of the difficulty of the given questions, we define this situation as an unconfident situation. Conversely, if the participants felt easy to answer the question, we defined the situation as a state of confident. In the experiment, for data collection, we gave both easy
and difficult questions of which the participants felt confident and unconfident, respectively. We aimed to apply a condition in which participants could talk with a robot and/or an agent, not a human. We utilized MMD Agent [17], which is a toolkit for building voice interaction systems. To avoid an overlap of answer of the participants and the MMD Agent’s utterances, the participants were instructed to answer each question after the MMD Agent had terminated the query. We also asked the participants to not answer with “I don’t know”. Because we created a condition in which the participants could feel confident or not based on the difficulty of questions; if the participants answered “I don’t know” with confidence, we would be unable to create a condition in which participants did not feel confident. Afterward, they filled out a questionnaire with scores of 1 (“I did not have the confidence to answer this question”) points to 5 (“I had the confidence to answer this question”) points to grade their confidence about the answer they gave for each question. This questionnaire was created on a 5-point Likert scale. All participants agreed to the use of the data collected during this experiment for research purposes.

5.2. Dataset

The data on the participants’ behaviors were collected in this study by using a motion tracking camera (Kinect V2, Microsoft) and a microphone (ICD-SX1000, Sony). The data were collected when the participants answered a question. The motion tracking camera captured the skeleton data, which can be obtained by locating the joints of the tracked participants and tracking their motion. Our system aimed to capture the motion of a participant seated in a chair. The illumination used in the experiment is similar to that of general homes. To prevent an erroneous recognition of another person, the experiment settings allow only one participant within the field of view of the motion tracking camera. The frame rate is 15 fps.

5.2.1. Acoustic modality

To analyze the recorded audio, we used Praat [18], a voice analysis software. We manually segmented the audio according to the utterance of each answer. The audio information is composed of eight pieces of numerical data on effective sound pressure i.e., the maximum sound pressure, minimum sound pressure, sound pressure range, average pitch, maximum pitch, minimum pitch, and pitch range were obtained for the data cut using Praat software. The eight acoustic feature values obtained from the questionnaire were tagged for two classes, confident and unconfident.

5.2.2. Motion modality

We analyzed the recorded motion as captured three-dimensional skeleton information. In previous studies on motion information, head motion is one of the most prominent social signals, in either human-human [19] or human-robot [20, 21] interactions. The results of relative studies have proven that data on the head motions shows the clearest results [22]. Thus, we used the movement of the coordinates of the head and presented an inter-frame difference. Head motion information is composed of six pieces of numerical data of three-dimensional head rotations and three-dimensional head translations.

5.2.3. Binary classification labels

We used only 1 (“I did not have the confidence to answer this question”) and 5 (“I had the confidence to answer this question”) points from the questionnaire as binary classification labels. Because the binary classification labels used in this research for confident and unconfident situations are ambiguous information even for the participants themselves, we aimed to collect data on the situations in which the participants recognized an internal state clearly on their own by using questionnaires made on a 5-point Likert scale. Specifically, this was applied to remove ambiguous data that occurred when the participants assessed 2, 3, or 4 points in the 5-point scale questionnaire and self-reported data. The dataset was split into training samples and test samples according to the participants. In this experiment, we used 10 of the 11 participants for the training data. The remaining participant was used as the source of the test data. To test the performance of our prediction model, we change the training data and test data for each participant. Specifically, each participant will be used as the test data and we trained the other participants in all patterns.

6. Experimental evaluation

In this section, we evaluate our proposed method on the experiment that is a multi-modal or person dataset. Each user-related dataset is used as training data and test data to evaluate our proposed method and baseline models.

6.1. Settings of proposed method

At the initial stage of evaluation, we randomly selected the seven users’ denoted as A to G as an initial training dataset. This initial training dataset is assumed as existing components in multi-modal architecture before incrementally adding and updating models in practical situations. An initial training dataset is used to create the first base classifiers \( C_{A,1}^{0}, C_{A,2}^{0}, C_{B,1}^{0}, C_{B,2}^{0}, ..., C_{G,1}^{0}, C_{G,2}^{0} \) to the initial multi-modal architecture \( E^{0} \). Then each instances of the user \( H \) dataset are used as newly arrived data one by one. The prediction labels \( y_{\text{pred},i} \), \( i \in I \) are obtained by the max voting of all classifiers. The prediction labels \( y_{\text{pred},i} \) and the class labels \( y_{i} \) are compared to calculate each base classifier’s classification accuracy(Acc.). In the case of the performance of any base classifiers in our architecture \( E^{0} \) exceeds the threshold, the base classifier \( C_{p}^{0} \), where \( p \) is the user number and updated by using newly arrived dataset of user \( K \). The updated base classifier is denoted as \( C_{p}^{1} \) and to our architecture \( E^{1} \). If any base classifier could
not achieve the threshold, the new base classifier $C_k^p$ is add to our proposed architecture $E^1$. We set the threshold as 0.80 in this evaluation. Subsequently, the dataset of following users, user I to K, are used as test data and evaluate the classification accuracy for evaluating a situation that basic models are incrementally added and our model.

6.2. Base classifiers in multi-model architecture

The base classifier model of all algorithms was set as a multilayer perceptron. Regarding the parameters of the multilayer perceptron, the momentum is 0.2, the learning rate is 0.3, and the epoch is 500. It was implemented based on the scikit-learn [24], which is a popular open source framework for machine learning. To evaluate the prediction accuracy of each model, we conducted a cross-validation [23]. In this experiment, we prepared the base classifiers of three types including audio, motion, and mixed modality. The mixed modality is set as an early fusion method in multi-modal learning. Our proposed architecture employed the max voting method in ensemble learning to select the appropriate model to predict the labels. Thus, mixed modality is also important to deal with the individual differences that appears features in both modality (audio and motion).

6.3. Baselines for comparison and measurement for evaluation

To evaluate our proposed algorithm, we compare it with a learning algorithm that handle the multi-modal features that is late fusion methods.

For evaluation the performance, we used the one of late fusion method, stacking ensemble learning model which integrates the multiple models by weighted voting [9]. These weights are originally defined in the training phase, and it is also difficult to deal with individual differences by the original ensemble learning model. To make a fair comparison, we set multi-modal and person base classifiers in the conventional stacking ensemble method. This method only adds the newly arrived data as new base classifiers and calculates each weight, unlike our proposed method that decides whether to upgrade an existing base classifier or add new base classifier. This is assumed as a simple method incrementally adds newly arrived data by simple weight definition without our proposed method.

6.4. Results and consideration

Fig. 4 shows the classification accuracy of the different learning algorithms evaluated in the human confidence dataset. The classification accuracy at each point that new user data arrived is listed based on prediction performance of each user. The deciding “update the exist base classifier” and “incrementally add the new base classifier” in our architecture depending on the accuracy of existing classifiers of new data instance $d_i$. The “incrementally add the new base classifier” occurs at $4th, 5th, 7th$ user-related dataset arrived. The classification accuracies are gradually added with fluctuation.

The classification accuracy of all learning algorithms dropped after $7th$ and $9th$ dataset that has new individual differences arrived. The result shows the $7th$ newly arrived dataset has brand new individual differences in this evaluation scenario. The accuracy of our proposed method could recover by adaptively adding the newly arrived data. This result also reconfirmed us there are individual differences in the human internal state.

The pros of the stacking ensemble learning model are to deal with a brand new user-related dataset that has a new individual difference without dropping the performance immediately. The weighted average could work to smooth out any inequalities of prediction results of each base classifier in this scenario that is dividing the dataset based on users. However, the classification accuracy of the stacking ensemble learning model could not achieve 0.85 points although the classification accuracy of our proposed method could achieve 0.85 points when $6th, 8th, 10th$ dataset arrived. It seems that the weights of ensemble learning could not deal with our evaluation scenario that is to deal with the data that has a new domain or individual differences and it works to smooth out any inequalities to avoid dropping the performance. Since original stacking ensemble learning divides the dataset into sub dataset randomly to prepare the different variance and bias as described in related studies. Our concept is to cover with original ensemble learning concepts but separating the dataset based on individual differences is not completely represented by using the difference of variance and bias in the dataset.

We conducted further analysis of the pros of incrementally adding and updating models in our proposed method. We compared it with the same architecture that does not update the existing models, only add the new base models based on newly arrived data. In other words, the originally proposed settings made $C_{p,m}^1$ by updating from $C_{p,m}^0$ with the newly arrived dataset, and the second settings stacked new base classifiers $C_{p,m}^0$ when new dataset arrived. In this detailed comparison, not only the performance of the multi-model architectures $E^1$ but also the performance of each classifier $C_{p,m}^0$ or $C_{1,p,m}^0$. In the phase of the user $9th$ dataset arrived, the performance of $C_{user6,m}^0$ achieved the threshold of updating and $C_{(user6, user9), m}^1$ was made by updating the $C_{user6,m}^0$ with user $9$ dataset. In the second set, the $C_{user9,m}^0$ is simply added in the architecture $E^0$. In this evaluation, we denoted the $p \in P$ as the number of users because we shuffled the user A to K. In the next phase, each classifiers process the test data of newly arrived $10th$ dataset. In the result, the classification accuracy (Acc.) of $C_{(user6, user9), m}^1$ achieved the highest score that is 0.934. It was shown in Fig. 4 as the output of our proposed method. On the other hand, the classification accuracy of $C_{user6,m}^0$ and $C_{user9,m}^0$ are 0.891 and 0.869, respectively. This result shows that our incrementally added and updating method worked to make the flexible multi-model architecture to deal with individual differences. Furthermore, the output of classifiers $C_{(user6, user9), m}^1$, $C_{user6,m}^0$, and $C_{user9,m}^0$ revealed user 10 data has the same feature of individual difference.
with user 6 and 9 data.

7. Conclusion

In this study, based on the advantage of different types of multi-model and modal learning algorithms, we proposed an incrementally multiple-model method in multi-modal and person architecture to deal with data involving individual differences. The individual differences in each person could be called as small domains which covered partly with each other. The novelty of our architecture is its integrated multi-model that has the bias referring using late fusion architecture and each model is constructed based on individual differences of person. The decision method of two approaches which are updating the existing base classifier in our architecture or incrementally adding a new base classifier helps our architecture to accommodate to stock a variety of individual differences with multi-modal knowledge and reduce duplicate knowledge and the computation costs. The experiment indicated that the classification accuracies are gradually increased with fluctuation and our proposed architecture could the accuracy of our proposed method increase by incrementally model the newly arrived data. Furthermore, the analysis of the base classifiers that are updated and simple adding models situation shows our method could work in the scenario to deal with individual differences.

In our future research, we will improve our algorithm by equipping it with the ability of dynamic weighted voting from ensemble learning. Furthermore, it will enable it to take advantage of existing base classifiers’ knowledge about individual differences not only the classifier that predicts the highest score.
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